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ABSTRACT

“The Spint of the Sovereign Lord is upon me,for the Lord has appointed me to
bring good news to the poor. He has sent me to comfort the brokenhearted and to
proclaim that the captives will be released and the prisoners will be freed."
Isaiah 61:1

My journey with design cannot be adequately studied without a deeper understanding of
my passion for freedom. Through this paper, my use of the word “freedom ’ represents
breaking free from bondage. Poverty is bondage. Homelessness is bondage. Slavery is
bondage. Radically, I also choose to consider apathy a bondage.

During my time at The University of Mississippi, one of the ways I have grown as a
graphic artist is through my pursuit to make a difference. Pairing artistic techniques with
a motivation to help others, I have discovered design’s unique ability to initiate action.
Speaking louder than words, design can convey messages that become the footprints of a
journey towards freedom.

I am passionionate about understanding people, showing them love, and extending hope
into their lives. Design has become a megaphone by which I have been able to speak.
Through design, I can communicate,inform, and encourage others into action. The
combination of a bondage-breaking passion and a deep love for art have inspired me to
make a difference through design.
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DESIGN
Design is a means of communication. It begins with an idea that someone wants to
communicate. Effective design is commonly noticed in advertising used to sell products.
Taking a different approach,I seek to sell an idea with my creative abilities. Through this
thesis, design represents a way of informing others in order to make a difference. I have
found design to be a successful tool for spreading information, ideas, and passions.

Visual communication can be a successful way to capture someone’s attention. For example,
picture the popular swoosh design. Most people would define it as the Nike logo on a first
glance. Powerful design ilicits powerful impact, not soon to be forgotten. The goal of a
designer is to use typography,images,shapes,colors, and negative space to portray a message
in a way that will grab attention.

A designer should begin each project with the question,“What is the content that I am
trying to communicate?” Each part of the design will flow out of that idea. Design is not
about making things look pretty. The end result may appear attractive; however,the
designer’s objective should always involve the transfer of an idea. The role of the design is
to support and strengthen that idea.
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MY JOURNEY SO FAR
I believe that the meaning of a journey comes from the passion of the individual. My college
experience has been an awakening to who I am as a person, what I believe, and what my
heart is passionate about.The battles and the joys I have experienced while fighting to extend
freedom to others have given purpose to my four years in Oxford. Design has become an
integral part of the process.

Somewhere along the way,a spark ignited a flame inside me.The glow Ifom a burning passion
lit up a deep yearning for something bigger than myself. On fire,reved up,and excited to help
others,I began an exploration of my heart and its passions. I am still on this journey ofembracing
the challenge to find things that break my heart; things that move me to the point that I can’t sit
still any longer; things that chum my stomach,that make me uncomfortable. Poverty. Sex
Trafficking. Divorce. Starvation. Addiction. Violence.The brokenness in the world that says in
the dark.The things that seem to be better left unsaid. Step one is to find the thing that chums my
stomach.The next step involves orienting my life around fighting it.

Standing up to look these things in the face has become the challenge of my journey.
During my pursuit of an art degree,I began to feel the issues of poverty and bondage
gnawing on my heart. I had come to a point where ignoring the statistics, dodging
homeless people, and letting others handle the brokenness in the world kept me safely out
of the mess. Perched proudly in my bubble, apathetically avoiding reality, I saw life as a
comfortable and easy game of getting my way.

The time is here. I can’t sit still any longer. I have woken up.The world is much bigger
than my limited perspective. There are too many huge things happening, spiraling in a
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big-scale story. Bondage and strife, poverty and hurting. The world is calling out for help,
and I have to listen. What role can my life play in the effort to make a difference if I choose
to

resort to my comfortable college-kid world; becoming a comfortable girl who comfortably

seeks a comfortable job in a comfortable neighborhood making a comfortable living for a
comfortable family?

Comfortable and passionate are two wildly different things. The passion I feel is the
manifestation of my inability to enjoy a comfortable life while so much of the world is
suffering. I want to fight the mundane existence of comfort. I want to be awake,to see
through a new perspective, and to break free from sheltered goggles. I want to live.
passionately pursuing a purpose.

I challenge myself to come alive, to listen to my heart, and to use the tools I’ve been
given to make a difference in the lives of others.

Design has become my travel partner as 1 am continually figuring out what it means to live
for a purpose. I don’t want to use art as a diversion, as a means to simply make things look
appealing. I don’t want it to become a way I can further myself, financially or through
my name. When I choose to look at the bigger picture of life, I see design as a combater
against the things that tear at my soul and break my heart. It becomes a tool and a megaphone
for my passions. A means to help others.

Through this paper,a requirement to graduate,I get to share with you the things I have found
during the last four years. These realizations have helped me to grow up. They include
information worth sharing. Design helps me tell the beautiful journey of my story.
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THE CHALLENGE
Resisting a life of focusing on myself,I hope to be a radical steward of the tools I have been
given. However,on any given day,I can find the complacency that exists in many organized
religions within my own heart. A lot of people recite ritual prayers,saying “Thy Kingdom of
God come,God’s will be done,on earth as it is Heaven.” Yet,at the end of the day, many of
us don’t do much beyond the prayer. Is today’s corporate church living a Kingdom-minded
life? Personally, I so easily fall into a self-motivated pattern of chasing the American Dream.
Poverty and bondage are not things even imaginable within the paradise and freedom of the
“Kingdom” in this prayer.They cannot be what a loving God would want for His creation. In
order to refocus and re-prioritize, I must let go of my longings for success, in order to pursue a
freedom that can only be obtained when I put others’ needs before my own.

In the last four years, I have focused on stepping out of my comfort zone and using my
talents as tools to fight injustice. Anyone can do it. Each person has a tool belt of passions
and giftings, specifically unique to them. When we come together as a community of people
with different talents, we can be a force of good. The success of making a profound
difference is exponential when individuals join together in a team.

In order to make a difference in my school, my town,and the world,it is crucial that I step out
of my comfort and the stagnancy of myself. My focus must extend towards something greater.
When each of us wakes up and chooses to become united against the injustices of the world.
things can be changed.It’s a radical thought and counter cultural challenge to zoom out from the
American Dream and realize the large-scale battle that awaits. Just like The University of Mis¬
sissippi’s Big Event service project helped the Oxford Community,all of us are better when we
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work together. Hands can extend higher,longer,farther when people become united for a cause.

This fires me up. My heart beats to the dmm of this challenge. The challenge to take my eyes
off of me,in an attempt to reach out to others. What if a united and passionate community could
come together to fight world hunger? What if sex-slave trafficking could be stopped?
What if we could slow down the divorces that lead to broken families that lead to broken
homes that lead to struggling single parents, leading to cycles of broken hearts,crime,and
poverty? What if we could help the orphans while bringing love to the widows? What if
we could give nations clean water and sustaining food?

We can’t do it alone. That is the point. To achieve change, it is going to require people to
understand the seriousness and urgency of current issues. Individuals must come alive with
a passion against injustice. A heart-ache deep enough to move them towards tangible action.

“The whole congregation was united as one; one heart,one mind!
They didn’t even claim ownership of their own possessions. They shared
everything. The apostles gave powerful witness to the resurrection of the Master
Jesus, and grace was on all of them. Not a person among them was needy.”
Acts 4:32-34

What moves you? What makes you bum inside with a sickening feeling? What is it on tv or on
the side of the road that makes you want to look the other way? Would you turn that heartbreak
into passion? Would you be willing to fight? Would you let your feelings move you to rise up
against the injustices in the world? Nothing is going to improve if we continue sitting around.
disconnected and focused on our own life stories. The decision to extend love and freedom to
others is radical. It is a shift in perspective. Counter cultural to the American Dream. I
say,“Let’s Do It!
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DESIGN’S ROLE IN MY JOURNEY

The truth does not change according to our ability to stomach it.
-Flannery O’Connor

Poverty in Oxford
During 2010, my junior year of college, I was informed that homelessness was a current
issue in Oxford, MS.In the words of two Oxford community members:

Homelessness is a growing but often unseen situation in our
pretty and prosperous University town.”
We look like an affluent town, but it’s only a veneer covering deep-rooted suffering.

Having a friend who cares greatly about the homeless population,I became aware of the
issue and was able to get involved. After attending several town meetings at the Oxford
Police Department,I learned more about the community, the statistics, and the needs of
many people in the Oxford and Lafayette counties.

Interfaith Compassion Ministries(ICM)is an Oxford affiliate of the United Way national
organization. ICM was started eleven years ago as a cooperation of twenty-six Oxford and
Lafayette County churches to help people in desperate need. These churches donate funds
monthly,in order to help ICM provide immediate assistance to struggling community members.

ICM can help individuals twice a year with money to be used towards costs of rent.
mortgage, utilities,food, healthcare and pharmaceuticals, substance and/or alcohol abuse
prevention, aid during unemployment, GED preparation, transportation, and education.
Each client has to fill out an intake form in order for ICM to document the cases and keep
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track of the areas of need. Above the monetary assistance given,ICM also offers financial
counseling, money management seminars, GED programs, a School of Pharmacy
Prescription Drug Program,and a School of Law Civil Legal Clinic. Each person helped
with money is also counseled and mentored, in effort to help them break any cycle that
may be keeping them in need.ICM also aids immediate needs with an open community
closet of clothes, toiletries, and breakfast kits.

The group that meets monthly at the Oxford Police Station is the Homeless Taskforce,
organized through ICM. It is a group of community members eager to participate in the
cause of fighting homelessness. Currently ICM is the only local agency that is fighting
this issue in Oxford. The task force, comprised of seven branches of focus, meets to
strategically map out how ICM and the community can rise against the increasing poverty
problem. The seven working groups include: Governmental Relations, Long-term Care
and Mentoring, Fundraising,Immediate Care,Public Relations,Temporary Sheltering,
and Statistics.

Tlie United States Code Title 42 defines homelessness as “individuals who lack fixed.
regular, and adequate nighttime residence; as well as those who have a primary nighttime
residence that is a supervised public space or a privately operated shelter designed to
provide temporary living accommodations.

According to the Homeless Taskforce, the reasons for homelessness in Oxford are
unemployment, underemployment,domestic violence, drug addictions, and mental
disabilities. In the Oxford and Lafayette counties, almost 50% of the homeless cases
have been caused by a foreclosure. an eviction, or a removal of property due to the place
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of residence being declared unsuitable for human habitation. Only 15% of the homeless
cases have been transients, people passing through the northern part of Mississippi. The
Director of the Homeless Taskforce explains that many homeless cases are referred to
ICM by churches, members of the clergy, law enforcement, or government officials.

In 2009,there were 118 non-transient, homeless families recorded.ICM considers a family to
be at least one adult and one child. Also in 2009,there were 80 cases of homeless children
in the Oxford school system and 172 cases in the Lafayette county schools. The total
number of homeless people served by ICM in 2009 was 271 individuals, 153 of them
were children.

In 2010,ICM served 253 homeless individuals,including 103 local families and 6 transients.
Of the total number, 108 were local children. According to statistics, 34.3% of the 253
individuals were from the city and 65.7% were from the county.

Already in 2011,from January 1st to February 25th,ICM has served 28 homeless people.
Of these 28,8 were from the Oxford city limits, while 20 were from Lafayette County.
Only 6 of the 28 were children. Reasons for the cases included drug addiction, mental
problems, and domestic disputes. Each case was either referred by law enforcement or by
a member of the local clergy.

It is ICM’s goal to help individual families get back on their feet and resettled into residences.
Currently, there are many people working on a transitional housing project for Oxford. In
October 2010,this effort was established as a 501C3 non-profit organization called Doors
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of Hope. The board is meeting regularly and hopes to be able to have housing spaces to
offer ICM clients in May 2011.

ICM and the Homeless Taskforce are working hard to generate solutions and affectively
support hurting community members. At the same time,each part of their plan requires
time and money. The director of ICM,Ms. Lena Wiley, is the only person on staff. All
other help and assistance comes from volunteers. After becoming aware of the mission of
ICM and the increasing need in Oxford,I couldn’t help but get involved.The statistics moved
my heart. Before 2010,1 didn’t know there was even one homeless person in Oxford.It became
my mission to spread awareness ofICM and the true conditions of this University town.

University of Mississippi Homeless Outreach
Along with a group of five close friends, I helped start a student organization at The
University of Mississippi to fight the homelessness issue. The University of Mississippi
Homeless Outreach, UMHO (Exhibit A), had its first meeting during the spring semester of
2010.In attempt to connect the University to the community of Oxford through ICM, we
setup meetings to inform students of the things we were finding out from the Homeless
Taskforce.

In April 2010, our group with UMHO partnered with Ole Miss Outdoors(OMOD)to
sponsor Operation Brown Bag (Exhibit B). As OMOD promoted Green Week, UMHO
collected clothes, toiletries, and gently used items as way for people to “Recycle their
things to those who are less fortunate’’(Exhibit C).

The event was a huge success. Members of UMHO and OMOD collected many boxes of
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items to stock a storage warehouse, donated to UMHO by Oxford’s mayor,Pat Patterson.
Not only were clothes and toiletries raised for those in need, but Operation Brown Bag
was the first attempt to inform the community about the underlying issues of homelessness
in Oxford.

As UMHO dispersed over the summer months,community members came together and
started a weekly gathering called More Than A Meal(MOTM).It, like UMHO,was an
offshoot of the Homeless Taskforce. Kristy Bridgers, the director and founder of MOTM
explains that its mission is to help men, women,and children in Oxford get back on their
feet. She strives to do this by organizing and serving nutritious meals served in a courteous
manner and in a pleasant environment. MOTM has been a huge success in the community.
spreading awareness and providing a way for people to give back. Volunteers can help
cook,serve, tutor children, donate toiletries, or just show up as a smiling face willing to
make new friends.

The fall semester of 2010 brought new excitement for UMHO.Returning to Homeless
Taskforce meetings, we were told ICM’s major needs were tutoring and fundraising, as
well as the continued need for publicity. It was imperative that we spread the awareness
of the condition of Oxford, because with a sinking economy, more individuals were turning
to ICM for help.

UMHO started a tutoring system for at-risk children in the elementary and junior-high
schools, as well as started brainstorming for ways to collect money. My specific role was
the chairman of fundraising. At this time, any money going into ICM was immediately
distributed to families in need. Sitting on a constant zero in their accounts,ICM was
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limited in the ways it could help the people gracing their door daily. Anything we could
do would help. This is when the idea for a chili competition was bom.Around the dining
room table at my house,two other UMHO members and I met with the Homeless Taskforce’s
Director of Fundraising,Suzanne Wilkin. On a day in early October 2010, we started the
foundation for what became T/?e First Annual UM Chili Bowlfor the Soul(Exhibit D), which
took place on Febmary 5,2011.

My love for event planning, my ability to create promotional art, and my passion to extend
freedom in love made this community-wide chili cook off a blessing to me and to the town.
Twenty-one teams entered chili at the fun gathering in the Ole Miss Student Union. Churches,
restaurants, Greek affiliates, student organizations,and community individuals came out for
the cause. Because everything was donated, 100% of our proceeds,amounting to $2750, were
donated to ICM to fight homelessness. It is our hope that this was the first of many annual chili
cook offs that will draw the University and the community of Oxford closer together.

The designs for the chili cook off incorporated the red and blue colors of the University
with brown hues similar to the ones used in the UM Homeless Outreach logo. Brown,the
humble color of boxes,earth, and nature communicates the soothing and natural tone of
the organization. The sketchy typography was my attempt to be simple and minimal, while
conveying the scratched text look of a sign a homeless person might hold on the side of a road.
My major goal of the posters was the content.A balanced layout,a creative combination of
colors, and a simple logo allowed the message to stand out as the integral part of the design.
The posters caught the public’s eye on campus and around the city of Oxford, spreading
awareness of homelessness and announcing the event. Through each bowl of chili sold.
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freedom was achieved for the community of Oxford. Money was raised, the cause was
communicated,and a difference was made through design.

Other Projects
Through my time at The University of Mississippi, I have been able to use design for
many projects to make a difference. On March 26, 2011,The University of Mississippi
hosted a day of community service called The UM Big Event. As another attempt to
connect the University community to the community of Oxford, UM students volunteered
their time, giving back to the surrounding areas through specific daylong projects.

Valeria Ross,the Associate Dean of Multicultural Affairs and Volunteer Services at the
University, described The Big Event as “a big act of thanks from the students to the
community.” According to representatives of the Ole Miss student body. The Big Event
has been happening across the country for years, but the spring of 2011 was the first time
that one took place at the The University of Mississippi. It is their hope that it will become
a celebrated tradition in the years to come.

The purpose of The Big Event was to offer the opportunity for students to thank the community
for its continued support of the University. With a heart for raising student awareness of the
needs of the community,it was my privilege to contribute my skills in designing the print
materials for the First Annual Big Event(Exhibit E).I used the columns of the University’s
famous lyceum building to frame the “UM” script, while the far right column became
part of the letters spelling out “BIG EVENT.” The design communicates through its lines
and layout that the University community is extending beyond the pillars, beyond the campus,
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in a BIG EVENT effort to touch the people of the Oxford and Lafayette counties. Simple
and balanced, the logo speaks out through its clean and modem design, promoting service
involvement and community action.

Less than a month after The Big Event,I designed posters to promote the National Volunteer Week
(Exhibit F)on campus. Using the spring colors turquoise and lime,employing stacked typography,
and layering informative content,I designed the posters to speak out with a fun twist. Encouraging
individuals to find a place to get involved and become engaged with their local community,these
designs captured attention around campus.I chose a mgged typeface for the big letters, while using
a contrasting, whimsical font for the header and the date. Balance of color and a small hand design
made of different sized circles allow the message to be clearly communicated.

Also in partnership with the University’s Office of the Dean of Students,I was able to design
posters and handout cards for a Thanksgiving charity called Adopt-A-Basket(Exhibit G).
Many local families cannot provide a special meal for their loved ones during the holiday
season. In November 2010,the sixth annual Adopt-A-Basket collected over 200 Thanksgiving
meals to give to families in need.

Helping people can be done locally, but it can also be done internationally. Other than
serving on a local level, I have taken part in establishing a chapter of International Justice
Mission (IJM) at The University of Mississippi. IJM is a human rights agency,consisting of
law officials that are fighting to secure justice for victims of slavery,sexual exploitation.
and other violent oppressions. The IJM website explains how “lawyers,investigators, and
aftercare professionals work with local officials to ensure immediate victim rescue and
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aftercare, to prosecute perpetrators and to promote functioning public justice systems.’

The IJM group on The University of Mississippi’s campus seeks to raise awareness of
the international and national sex slave trade. It is extremely important that people are made
aware of this hidden and terrible injustice. Kevin Bales sheds light on the issue in his
book, Disposable People. According to statistics, there are 27 million slaves in the world
today, more than any other time in history. Studies from the Pacific Center for Global
Justice show that two thousand years ago a slave could be bought for $4,000. Today,$90
per person is average price of a slave. People are being sold for 5-10 dollars in India and
Nepal as we speak. Further statistics from UNICEF report that two million children are
trapped in the commercial sex slave trade today.

Abduction,deception, and slavery do exist in the world,even in the United States. Human
trafficking will not stop without an opposing force rising against it. On behalf of UM’s IJM
Chapter,it is our mission to educate others about slavery happening in our own cities and
around the globe. Through design (Exhibit H),our student organization seeks to raise
awareness and inform the people in Oxford of a worldwide epidemic of slavery.

The posters for IJM are more radical in tone than my other designs. Again you will see the
rugged typeface that I have used before. When researching, I have seen many distorted and
eroded letters in contemporary design. The image of the girl in the meeting announcement
poster is disturbing. I chose the photograph to illustrate the stomach churning reality of the
sex slave trafficking. Through dark, bold, and vivid IJM designs,I hope to catch people’s
attention, to communicate statistics, and to create the same sick feeling inside them that has
raised me up to take action.
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I believe it is important that we look at how our lives, our passions, and our talents can
be used to fight the things that break our hearts. Whether it is IJM, UMHO,or another
organization fighting injustice, I encourage you to take heart and to rise up in any way
you can help. We will continue to fight and spread the word in the ways we can. Little by
little, with prayers for more hands and more passion, we will make a difference.
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EXIBIT A: University of Mississippi Homeless Outreach Logo
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EXIBIT D: UM Chili Bowl for the Soul Official Logo
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EXIBIT D; UM Chili Bowl for the Soul Logo
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The UM CHILI BOWL FOR THE SOUL is a chili cook-off to raise money for Oxford's Interfaith Compassion
Ministry, to raise awareness about poverty in our town & to promote a University/Community relationship.
It will be February 5, 2011 (the Saturday before Super Bowl Sunday),
4:30-7:ooPM in the Ole Miss Student Union.
This event is held by the UM Homeless Outreach student organization. Our group is partnering with ICM
to help our neighbors in need. ICM is an association of 26 churches in the Oxford & Lafayette Counties. The
mission of the ministry is to help citizens who are in a crisis situation, needing help to pay rent, to cover a
utility bill, to purchase medication, and the like. The organization has helped many local employees who
have found themselves in financial hardship (including Aramark employees, UM employees, employees of
the greek fraternities and sororities, and many more). There has been an increase in homelessness among
citizens that live around us and walk our same roads. As an outgrowth of this, ICM is taking responsibility
of finding shelter for the homeless and paying for them to stay at the Ole Miss Motel until suitable shelter
can be found. This is putting strains on their resources and limiting their ability to help. We can step in to
do something about it! There is a need, an excitement, and a beautiful opportunity to help
our neighbors through a good ol' bowl of chili!

Find us on Facebook at UM Cliili Bowl for the Soul 2011.
For more information about the event or to enter your
chili into the competition, contact Haley Hill at
hbhil I (Solemiss.edu.

EXIBIT D: UM Chili Bowl for the Soul Poster
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Proud Sponsors Include:
The University of Mississippi's Office of the Dean of Students/
Volunteer Services, Ole Miss Campus Programming, ARAMARK#
and the UM Homeless Outreach

Find us on Facebook at UM Chili Bowl for the Soul 2011.
For more information about the event or to enter chili
into the competition, contact Haley Hill at
hbhill(|)olemiss.edu.

EXIBIT D: UM Chili Bowl for the Soul Poster
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Thanks for coming out!
100% of every ticket fee will
be donated directly to
Oxford’s Interfaith Compassion
Ministries (ICM) to fight
homelessness. Thank you for
joining us in bringing freedom
to our community.

OOOOO

EXIBIT D: UM Chili Bowl for the Soul Meal Ticket
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EXIBIT D: UM Chili Bowl for Che Soul T-shirt Design
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SERVICE FRATERMITyI

EXIBIT D: UM Chili Bowl for the Soul Event Pictures
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The University of Mississippi
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EXIBIT E: UM Big Event Official Logo

3IG
The University of Mississippi
CoiTR- be a part ofthe BIGGF.ST Hay of service the University of Mississippi has ever seen!
Link bands with the Ole Miss Community as we make a lasting impact on the City of Oxford.
I

On March 26th, UM students will be serving as voluntary participants in service throughout
the Oxford/Lafayettc community.The day-long projects may include painting, yard work, washing
window s, cleaning, assisting the elderly, etc. If you are a UM student, visit the Student Sign-Up link on
the website below for additional information on how to participate. Community members looking to
sign up can visit the Community Project web link for registration information.

http://www.olcmiss.edu/bigevent

EXIBIT E: UM Big Event Information Card
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3IG
On March 26th, 2011 students olThe University of Mississippi will be serving the
Oxiord/l.alavette eoniniunitv to through voluntary service projects.The 1st .-\nnual LIM Big Event
needs your help. Help us to help you.The dav-long projects may include painting, yard yvork, yvashing
yy indoyy s, cleaning, a.ssisting the elderly, etc. Community members looking to sign up can register yvith
this mail-in form or bv yisiting the Community Project yveb link at tlie yvebsite beloyv:

http:// www.olemiss.edu/higevent

UM Big Event Project Registration
Name:
Phone Number:

Secondary Phone Number:
Address of Project Site:

Directions to Project Site:

Project Details:

Number of Volunteers Needed (They will be onsight fo r 5-5.5 hours):

Will you provide the needed tools/supplies for your project?
(Ex: rakes, paint, hammers, lawn mowers, cleaning supplies, garbage bags, gloves, etc.)

Please complete this form and return to either of the addresses below;
The University of Mi.ssissippi
Office of the Dean of Students
422 Union
P.O. Box 1848
University, MS )8677-1848
Fax:662-915-S7J5

City of Oxford
c/o Megan Prescott
107 Courthouse Stjuare
Oxford, MS 38677-1848

EXIBIT E; UM Big Event Project Registration Card
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nICK OFT Celebration Monday, April 10th!
Join Ole Miss in celebrating tbe 38th Annual
National Volunteer Week. This week is designated as
a time for inspiringt recognizing and encouraging individuals
to seek ways to engage in their local communities.
Individuals who host projects or who are serving at a local site
are asked to regi 'tr h-ir - iunt^er experienu^ ort Or^sync,
logging the hours on the Volunteer Service page.
For Mare Irefarmatloo:

Visit Volunteer Services In the
orriiM irf the Dean erf Studems

Celebrating
>People
in
ion
EXIBIT F; National Volunteer Week Poster
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November 15-17th (collecting 1 lam-3pm)
November 18th (collecting 8-10am)
MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
Donate a meal to a local, needy family by purchasing the items below:
Items Seededfor Baskets:
S15 dollar gilt i jrtl(Walnurt, Kniger, Bii> Star)
2 large t ans of >rn
2 large cans ol green beans
2 cans of’chicken broth

I bumh ofielen

1 can til cranlxTry samx
I Ig onion

5lb sugar
51b cornmeal

ilb »»l's\u-it poiat(H*>
11b f»r white potatoes
I can ofsweetened condensed milk

18 4 8

Location: Item collection 8c packing in Union 404 A8cB
Purpose: To provide Thanksgiving dinner to needful
families in the Oxford/Lafayette Community.
History:

'**2

f'-

Over the past S years, this event has collected
more than 1,000 baskets for the people of the
community. Baskets include items needed to
feed a family of4-6 a meal.
//r

Me meet/iMme,

Ve/^Kteeey are ae
e/^ii'jfttcA

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

11/15
11/16
11/17
11/18

Me iimes (e£‘ie>:

1PM-3PM
1PM-3PM
1PM-3PM
SAM - Noon

For additional information contact Valeria Ross(vross(^olemiss.edu)
or Johnette Jenkins (johnette@oleniiss.edu) at 662-91S-7248.

EXIBIT G: Adopt-A-Basket Poster
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Sponsored by:/ llic (.Jlficc of the Dean of Students/Volunteer Serxiccs

YS-

1

(collecting 1 lam-3pm)
(collecting 8-10am)

Location: hems will he eolleete<l in Union 4(M A&B

Purpose:

lii provide Thanksgiving dinner to needlul families in the Oxfonl/Lafayette Community,

History: Over tlic past 4 years, this event has collected more than 800 baskets for people of the
community. Baskets include items needed to feed a family of4-6 a lTianksgiving meal.
Items Needcdjbr Baskets:
$ 55 tiollar gift card (Walmart, Kroger, Big Star)
2 large cans of corn
2 targe cans of green beans
2 cans ofchicken broth

I hunch of celery
3lb of sNseet potatoes
31b of white potatoes
t can ofsweetened wndensed tnilk

I can ofcranberry sauce
1 Ig onion

51b sugar
Sib commeal

I-or more information: Call Valeria Ros.s (vro.ss(fl olcmis.s.cdu) or
johnette Jenkins(johncttc(S^olcmiss.cdu) at 662-915-7248.

EXIBIT G: Adopt-A-Basket Handout Cmd
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EXIBIT H; International Justice Mission Poster
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EXIBIT H: International Justice Mission Poster
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A HYPOTHETICAL BUSINESS PLAN
Unbound Grounds: Freedom Through Coffee

My longing to spread freedom is the inspiration behind Unbound Grounds. While being a local
coffeehouse and cafe,this gathering place fights homelessness through spearheading community
organization,outreach,and charitable action. Although this business is only hypothetical,the
idea behind it combines its branding design with the call to make a difference.

Unbound Grounds was designed with the mission of giving back.A haven for coffee lovers,
Unbound Grounds, brings freedom to all who enter, while benefitting the local population.It
is a non-profit business that serves fair trade coffee from countries throughout Central and
South America, while donating proceeds from coffee sales to locals in need. It is a friendly
neighborhood nook supported initially by church funding. The key idea is freedom.
Unbound Grounds is releasing people from poverty through selling coffee with a cause.
The coffeehouse slogan is:

'Freedom Through Coffee:Freeing Peoplefrom Poverty Through an Everyday Commodity.

Unbound Grounds is supported by donors,companies,churches,etc. Its chief mission
is to follow Jesus’ example of servant leadership while creating a relational business that
fights poverty through the sales of its product. Unbound Grounds focuses on community,
relationships, and bringing people together over a top-notch cup of coffee. Business
branding design spreads awareness about injustices in the provincial city limits, as well
things happening in the world. Through each item sold, steps are taken towards extending
freedom and breaking others free from bondage.
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Reaching the city firsthand, Unbound Grounds is a trendy coffeehouse offering quality
coffee options,a scene for live music and events,a clear mission effort,and a servant-hearted,
Christ-like team opening its doors to be a place of freedom for all. It is a place that ties
the community together: A place of respite,calming peace,serenity, healing,relationships.
joy,family, laughter, freedom,rest, love, service,smiles,and fruitful character. It is a place
of light. It is convenient and easily accessible. It is an outlet to connect the community.

Because it is a non-profit organization, privately funded and operated. Unbound Grounds
can fluidly change according to the needs of the city. It can house a weekly soup kitchen.
It can have open-mic nights. It can become the acoustic music venue of the town. Hosting
craft parties,family events,trivia nights, art shows,poetry readings, yoga classes, and
more. Unbound Grounds is much more than just a coffeehouse. It is a movement.

My idea for a hypothetical business plan... “This altruistic movement began as an idea
in the heart of Haley Hill, preempted by her passion for ministry and a heart for those
in need. An avid coffee lover. Hill exposed herself to raw coffee from around the world.
Moved by the reality of freedom in Jesus Christ, Hill sought out the support of local
churches to launch a non-profit business. After much research on the backgrounds of
many coffee farmers in the bondage of poverty. Unbound Grounds was bom to make a
difference. Not only are these beans literally providing hope for freedom abroad through
fair-traded products, but Hill’s dream is that all who enter these “grounds” will fill loved.
welcomed,and free.’

People are going to buy coffee everyday. Saying that ‘coffee has become an American
staple’ might even be an understatement. What if Unbound Grounds offers each coffee
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lover a warm and trendy environment, along with the promise of fighting poverty through
each cup sold? More than just another coffeehouse, Unbound Grounds brings freedom
while building community. For the same price as a generic cup ofjoe,people can buy a
top-grade, imported brew while helping others in the same city. Unbound Grounds also
benefits countries through fair-trade coffee. Buying fair-trade is a social justice means of
dealing and purchasing in a fair way with international countries. The product and mission
of Unbound Grounds coffee is accessible to anyone around the world through online
ordering/donating. The marketed purpose of freedom puts this coffee in a league of its own.

Unbound Grounds serves a broad range of coffee and espresso from Central and South
America. Each drink, originating from organic,fair-traded beans, offers a taste and a
story; A story that each consumer will get to impact. Because Unbound Grounds only
buys beans through fair trade cooperatives,the coffeehouse is supporting people in the
supplying countries. The coffeehouse not only serves coffee, but also offers specialty
drinks, pastries, and an in-expensively fresh menu of soups,salads, and sandwiches. The
proceeds from each item are used to fight poverty in the community.

The taste and mission behind Unbound Grounds appeals to any city. It is a perfect venue
for targeting college students,families,and the seasoned veterans of a town. Competitors
appealing to the market include but are not limited to coffee chains,fast food coffee, gas
stations, restaurants, bakeries, cafes, grocery store bulk coffee, and online bulk ordering.
Competitors do not match the level of product quality and customer service Unbound
Grounds offers. Online mail order through a well-branded, professionally-designed website
helps with the competition against online distributers of high-grade,international beans.
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^^nging freedom to the community, Unbound Grounds sells a specialty product at the
price as its low-grade competitors. Imported beans shipped directly from other
Countries are in purest form. Freshly ground,the brews are highest quality. Organic, naturally
grown,and fair traded. Unbound Grounds’top-grade blends appeal to the general public,as
^®11 as coffee connoisseurs. It is an excellent taste that also provides international benefits.

I^esign will further the legitimacy of the Unbound Grounds mission.This local coffeehouse
^rid cafe will be made known through designed branding and marketing. The key goal of
Unbound Grounds is its relational mission. Hoping to extend freedom to the community
as a whole, the goal is that people will come to Unbound Grounds not only for coffee, but
to socialize, to come together as a community, and to learn about things that are bigger
than themselves. The community will be affirmed and encouraged in further involvement
as they see the coffeehouse extending help and love to the local population in need.

The coffeehouse has five main colors: brown,orange,turquoise, yellow,and green.They allow
the marketing to be vibrant, modem,and edgy while communicating the theme ofIreedom.
Messages are communicated through a warm and action-eliciting,contemporary design.In order
to target customers,the design pushes the idea of trendy coffeehouse as well as philanthropic
organization. Bold,rugged typography paired with soothing colors is my way of saying that we
can enter into this bold cause together,stronger when we unite in community.The needs ofthe
world are big. They require big,strong boldness, but when we come together,the burden gets
lighter when we unite, rise up,and choose to make a difference.

I wanted to push the creative side of art with the brocure design. Not only is it spreading
information about the coffeehouse, but it is an interactive, origami figure that holds the
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attention. It is different and bold,standing apart from the typical tri-fold. From unordinary
packaging to die-cut mail-outs, I want Unbound Grounds to be an eye-capturing,thought
evoking,freedom-beckoning place of peace.

Wouldn’t it be cool if there was an Unbound Grounds in Oxford? Can you imagine a
place bringing freedom to the community though an every day commodity? The people
of Oxford are going to get their coffee somewhere each morning. Next time you’re on
your way to get coffee, imagine driving to Unbound Grounds and being able to help the
community through your daily cup.
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freedom through coffee.

Front (right)
Inside, folded-out (below)

Unbound Grounds,
a unique coffeehouse In Oxford, MS,
\.veloomes all tojoin Its mission of
“Freedom through Coffee."
Established with the idea of giving back,
this haven for coffee lovers brings freedom
to all who enter, while beneflttlng nations abroad
and people down the street. Serving fair trade
coffee frxim countries around the world,
Unboimd Grounds is a non-profit business that
donates proceeds fr^)m coffee sales to people of
the town struggling with the bondage of poverty.
It is a friendly neighborhood gathering place,
supported initially by church funding. The idea
is freedom. Unbound Grounds is releasing people
from poverty through selling on
everyday commodity.

Unbound Grounds
Community Coffeehouse
777 North Lamar
Oxford, MS 38655
(
Telephone: 662-777-777'^
Email: oxfordcoffee@gmail.com
Web: www.miboundgrounds.com

Back (right)
Back,folded-out (below)

Unbound Grounds
Community Coffeehouse
777 North Lamar
Oxford, MS 38655
Telephone: 662-777-7777
Emah: oxtbrdcoffee@gmail.com
Web: www.unboundgrounds.com

Unbound Grounds Business Cmd

freedom tbrougb coffee.
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Unbound Grounds Mailer (with a die-cut: the “C” becomes the “U” on the back)
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Not only does Unbound Grounds
benefit coffee farmers through the
sales of fair trade coffee, but pro
ceeds from our coffee are used to
free our neighbors in Oxford from
the bondage of poverty.

Unbound Grounds Advertising Campaign

freedom through coffee.
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Not only does Unbound Grounds
benefit coffee farmers through the
sales of fair trade coffee, but pro
ceeds from our coffee are used to
free our neighbors in Oxford from
the bondage of poverty.

Unbound Grounds Advertising Campaign

freedom through coffee,
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Not only does Unbound Grounds
benefit coffee farmers through the
sales of fair trade coffee, but pro
ceeds from our coffee are used to
free our neighbors in Oxford from
the bondage of poverty.

Unbound Grounds Advertising Campaign
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ADD COMPASSION TO YOUR COFFEE.

Unbound Grounds Company Colors
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Unbound Grounds Coffee Bag Label (on product)
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Unbound Grounds Packaging (folded)
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CONCLUSION
As you have seen through my journey,faith is tied at the deepest level of my identity. Whether
it is my identity as a person,as an aitist, as a friend,or as a designer,I hope to celebrate creativity
as a visible and tangible picture of the things I believe. I look forward to letting my motivation
to make a difference, my passion to stand on what I believe,and my empathy for others lead me
into the next steps of the journey after graduation.

I truly believe our communities can come together, rise up,and bring ends to injustices. I
have chosen to set my eyes on Jesus Christ and the freedom that He gives. Freedom that
cannot be stopped or snuffed out by any circumstance in this life. I choose to let design be
my tool, the megaphone that broadcasts the hope of freedom to a broken world.

The past four years have been an exciting time of growing up,learning about myself,and
realizing the world is bigger than my limited perspective. As I end my senior year,I am excited
to rake the things I’ve learned at The University of Mississippi into the next steps of my life.

Design is the access route to reaching people with a message. Each day I am learning new
messages that I want to stand behind, that I want to communicate. Thank you for walking
through my journey of learning how design can make a difference.
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